MINUTES

JOINT UNION MANAGEMENT COMMITTEE MEETING

Tuesday, May 8, 2012 @ 10:00am
ADM 009 (HR Boardroom)

Members: George Athans, Janna Steinthorson, Rob Wotherspoon, Karen Whitehouse, Victoria Zalamea

Regrets: Pauline Brandes

Recorder: J. Steinthorson

Chair: University – George Athans

1. Call to Order: 10:00am

2. Facilities Safety Issue
   • Facilities is expected to maintain the one side of the road parallel to the highway and concerned with the traffic (other side of the road is not University property)
   • George was going to look into it – contact CUPE and see if this was considered City work instead

3. Elections
   • Management asked for clarification regarding the election/appointment cycle of the BCGEU Chair and stewards – BCGEU advised it would be closer to a new round of bargaining
   • Election happened in December last year – 3 year cycle for stewards
   • Re-elections for the bargaining team would be dependant upon the term of the agreement this bargained.

4. JJEC rotations for Committee Members
   • Need to come up with a set schedule so that all trained members can be on the committee and stay current with decisions
   • Discussed having people on for 6 month periods but rotating 1 person every 3 months
   • Janna was going to come up with a draft schedule and send to the committee for review

Next Meeting: Tuesday, September 11, 2012
Location: HR Boardroom ADM 009
Time: 10:00am